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THE FIRST THOUSAND

THE R. A. F. SETS FIRE TO COLOGNE

Yesterday Brief telephoned orders from the Commander-in-Chief,

Air Marshal A.T, Harris, set in motion the whole organisation of Bomber

Command,

More than 1,000 bombers had to be got into the air in a very short

space of time, at exactly regulated intervals, each with a bomb load

appropriate to its type and to the part which it was to play in the

attack on Cologne, To saturate the defences of one of the most heavily

defended areas in all Germany the attack was to take no more than an hour

and a half, with the bombers coming in at the rate of one every six;

seconds: this would effectively distract gun and searchlight crews and

prevent then from concentrating on any single aircraft for any length
of time.

The orders were received with enthusiasmat every station. At

first the orders did not go beyond group headquarters. It would not

be until the afternoon that the meteorological officers would be able

to advise the C-in-C, about the night 's weather. It was an even chance

whether the bombers would go. But in the early evening the meteorologists

brought in satisfactory reports: the order wont to every bomber station.

The armourers worked as never before. The bomb loads, worked out in

pounds, ran into astronomical figures. The ground crews had already

got every available aircraft on the top line. There was keen competition
between the squadrons end between stations, to see which could put out the

greatest number of aircraft.



The crews waited, •walking about in the evening sunshine matching a

game of tennis, perhaps, or reading a paper in the mess. They all

seemed full of confidence, anxious to get in the air.

Senior Officers decided that they would fly with the crews under

their command: they were going to see for themselves what would he the

effect of the first four-figure attack on Germany,

It was obvious that the Commander-in-Chief had not merely been dis-

cussing a hypothesis when he recently talked about sending out 1,000 bombers

/at a time, and it was obvious that this ms going to be an attack which

would make the Luftwaffe raids on this country in the winter of 1940-41

seem mere experiments in bombing.

So numerous a force had never yet been used by any country in any

single attack: and a very high proportion of the force consisted of the

great weight carriers, Lancasters, Halifaxes, Stirlings and Manchesters -

far heavier bombers than the enemy has ever used against us.

The main target was to be one of the most important places in Germany,

In area, Cologne is Germany* s second largest city, in population the

third largest. It is a centre of engineering and chemical industries,
which among many other armaments produced Diesel engines and explosives*

The fertilisers aid synthetic oil made at Cologne are just as vital to

Germany’s war machine.

Cologne is an inland harbour with three distinct port areas by the

river. It is a natural crossing of the Rhine and in consequence a

junction of many roads and railways which connect Germany with the west.

The whole layout of large parts of Cologne is conditioned by the rail-

ways ard the huge railway yards which form a network in the city.

Prom the beginning the Germans evidently recognised that Cologne was

an objective which they must protect at all costs. In the Cologne area

there are at least, 120 powerful searchlights and about 500 A.A. guns heavy

and light; night fighter squadrons are. strategically placed to defend

either Cologne or the Ruhr.



Briefing was at 6 o*clock in the evening.

At one "bomber station the crews packed into the briefing room and

sitting on rows of seats from a bombed London cinema, cheered their

Station Commander when he told them what was on.

"You may have guessed there is something special on tonight" he

said* "Well, this is what it is. We are bombing Germany with over

1,000 aircraft".

Then he read a message from Air Marshal Harris, This message

was read at every briefing in every station of bomber command

"The force of which you form a part tonight is at least twice the

size and has more than four times the carrying capacity of the largest
air force ever before concentrated on one objective. You have an

opportunity therefore to strike a blow at the enemy which will resound,
not only throughout Germany but throughout the world.

"In your hands lie the means of destroying a major part of the

resources by which the enemy 's war effort is maintained. It depends

however, upon each individual crew whether full concentration is achieved.

"Press home your attack to your precise objective with the utmost

determination and resolution in the fore-knowledge that, if you

individually succeed, the most shattering and devastating blow will have

been delivered against the very vitals of the enemy.

"Let him have it - right on the chin."

At sunset the lights on the flarepaths sprang up. The take-off was

unbelieveably fast. Two flare paths were used where one was used before?

There was a bomber, often three or four, in every quarter of the sky.
Bombers from other aerodromes passed over.

They arrived over Cologne as fast and as promptly as they had taken

off all over England, Very soon Cologne was a beacon to guide the

incoming bombers all the way from the Dutch Coast.



"It was almost too gigantic to be real", a Halifax pilot said# "But

it was real enough when we got there* Below us in every part of the city,

Buildings were ablaze.

Here and there you could see their outlines but mostly it was just

one big stretch of. fire. It was strange to see the flames reflected

on our aircraft. It looked at times as if we were on fire ourselves,

with a rod glow dancing up and down the wings,",

An air bomber, lying in the nose of another Halifax, said that he

could see many bombers going in in front of him, dropping their load and

turning away.

"There was aircraft everywhere", he said, "The sky over Cologne

was as busy as Piccadilly Circus, I could identify every type of bomber

in our force, by the light of the moon and the fires,"

The plan for saturating the defences of Cologne was an undoubted

success*

"We had the guns absolutely foxed", a pilot said, and hundreds of

others had the same report to make. Night fighters were seen but never

enough to interfere with the attack.

A simultaneous swoop on many German aerodromes by squadrons of Blenheims

had the diversionary effect that was intended and Bostons, Havocs,
Beaufighters and other aircraft from Fighter Coastal and Army Co-operation
commands, drew off yet more of the German defenders.

Many of the bomber crows had taken part in the raids over Rostock

and Lubeck,

The fires of Cologne, they were sure, were far fiercer and larger* The

dummy fires whick the Germans habitually light in the open country around

Cologne were dwarfed into insignificance. It was even more obvious than

usual what was forgery and what was real.

A cloud of smoke which to some crews looked like a. lowering thundercoud
hung over the city, rising to a height of 15,000 foot. The pall of smoke was

still there in the early morning*

At dawn a reconnaissance aircraft took off and returned with reports of

the terrific cloud that still hung over the city.
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